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Interview Questions

**Goal**: What is it you intend to study in your user tests.

We intend to study the ease and understanding of our application.

Specifically:
How intuitive is a desktop-like interface when used within an internet browser?
How many new interface paradigms are introduced by our application?
Can we reduce the number of these new paradigms by mimicking those of existing popular software?

**Prequestions**: Demographic data, experience with similar interfaces, and data you can measure before running a study.

Gender:  M / F  Age:  _____

What is your programming experience?  Advanced  Intermediate  Beginner  None

Have you ever tried to build an application before?  Yes / No

If yes, did you software to prototype it's interface?  Yes / No

If yes, what was the name of this software?  _______________________

Did you find it:  Helpful  Neutral  Not Helpful

**Postquestions**: To measure feedback about your project.

Were the tasks given to you easy and straightforward?

Was it easy to navigate the application?

Is the application visually appealing?

Did you find any similarities between interacting with this application to others?
Please describe:

Would you use this application for developing an application?

Would you recommend this to a friend who is developing a new app?

Additional comments: